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Abstract 

This presentation shares the practice-led research of one participant, a music artist-

researcher, to illustrate how a data-capture tool called a ‘Creative River Journey’ was 

applied as a way to ‘map the practice’ within a music higher degree by research context. 

The paper reveals some of the rich data concerning practice-led research that this mapping 

produced. For the purposes of this paper, the participant has been thoroughly de-

identified. The case study introduces the ‘Creative River Journey’ qualitative research 

project, conducted at Edith Cowan University in Western Australia, as part of a PhD 

program. The project investigates the creative practice of artist-researchers conducting 

practice-led research in higher degrees. In this one exemplar of the Creative River Journey 

data capture tool, the experience of the musician-researcher is made evident as she 

traverses the various bends and rapids of the journey to completing her PhD by research in 

her creative discipline, music. The tool is an adaptation of Pam Burnard’s “Rivers of Musical 

Experience” developed in its original research context for “mapping the critical phases that 

mark times of change and choosing” for music learners and music education students. My 

overall methodological approach in this research is a/r/tography in which I explore the 

multiple concepts of arts, research and teaching both in my role as research initiator and in 

the subject matter of this study: arts practice, practice-led research and artist-researcher 

education. Within that methodological approach I utilise traditional qualitative data 

collection methods such as interviewing and focus groups, as well as creative 

methodologies such as poetic inquiry, alongside the development of the Creative River 

Journey data capture tool. In conducting the project, I am particularly driven by my deep 

interest in practice-led research and in finding meaningful methodologies for higher degree 

practice-led artist-researchers. 
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